
Formative feedback
Student name Simon Chirgwin Student number 512973

Course/Unit DI&C Assignment number 6

Type of tutorial Audio-Visual

Google Hangout October 7th , around one hour.

Overall Comments

Congratulations on completing the course, Simon, you have produced some genuinely

engaging and thought provoking work throughout.  It’s clear, from our conversations and

the work you’ve produced, that DI&C has not only been a stimulating and rewarding

course where you have challenged yourself at every stage, but a thoroughly enjoyable

one.

We looked at and discussed the work for assessment and in particular A5 where you

used a diptych format with magnifier for the viewer to look at each piece in detail enabling

an individual exploration of the narrative in each piece.

Feedback on assignment
First, we ran through the mini-site constructed to allow a greater degree of
examination of detail in the pictures from Assignment 5, with SC explaining what was
going on, while presenting the set high resolution images. It would be an idea to turn
this into a recorded commentary on the portfolio of pictures presented to the
assessors which could act as an ‘audio guide to the exhibition’. The use of javascript



and simple html to display magnified section of the images is transformatory in its
effect - the example of the contact sheet triptych is now able to be studied in detail -
a viewer may look, peer and examine. This approach will be applied to the full
portfolio of images submitted to the assessors to illustrate learning outcome 1 of the
course.

Then, the balance of the tutorial running through the posts put together to give an
understandable shape to my work over the whole course. RM is familiar with the
work on show here, but feels that someone coming to it first-time would be able to
gain a good, structured view of my learning from them. The selection of work to
illustrate the course’s learning outcomes is relevant though possibly too
comprehensive, More use could be made of structural web devices, such as anchor
tags taking you from the overview text to the relevant place in the individual - often
quite wordy - posts.

Coursework
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of
Creativity
All complete, evidence of engagement at the highest level (RM)

Research
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis
All practice work has been supported by detailed research across a broad range of
sources. (RM)

Learning Log
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis
Highly informed approach to critical thinking and analysis, from concept to
completion, for each piece of practice throughout the course. (RM)

Suggested reading/viewing
● Steve Hawley (http://www.stevehawley.info/biography.html) - A Proposition is a
Picture (1993); a 23 minute film combining super 8 footage, stills and a voiceover to
produce a fictional(?) portrait of the artist’s absent father. A look at Hawley’s
biography (linked) shows him working with GPS, an iphone and found footage,
producing work investigating the nature of the city. A nice lead-into my next course,
Landscape…

http://www.stevehawley.info/biography.html


● We also talked of the possible exhibition of cleaning equipment and products
that possibly exists in Copenhagen. Even if it doesn’t, I can see the relevance of the
concept!

Pointers for the next assignment / assessment

This is the final assignment for Digital Image and Culture, although there is still
tidying and ordering to be done before its submission at the end of January, the
work done here, preparing the learning log and pieces from both exercises and
assignments is already presenting a good narrative for the assessors.

As discussed above, recording and embedding a spoken commentary with the
portfolio mini-site would add greater clarity to the reasons behind my representative
choices of work.
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